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T H E FA I R T R A D E S W E E P 1
By Chris Slevin and Todd Tucker

In 2004, the celebrated author Thomas Frank asked: “What’s the Matter With Kansas?” The question sought to get to the root of why Democrats lose in districts and states where low-income
and working-class people ought to be in open revolt against Republican economic policies.2
In 2006, we got the answer to Frank’s question. There’s nothing the matter with Kansas, or
the rest of “red state” America, when Democrats are willing to run on an economic platform
that emphasizes their opposition to corporate-sponsored trade deals and support for policies
that address middle- and working-class needs. In the midterm elections, a net sum of 7 Senate
and 30 House seats flipped from the anti-fair trade to the fair trade column.3 Moreover, as
our research shows, most of those Democratic candidates that made a strong fair trade message a campaign priority won, while most of those that did not – including many high-profile
candidates supported by the national party – lost. (A “fair trade” position supports strong
and enforceable labor and environmental standards in the core text of trade agreements, is
against harmful investment and protectionist pharmaceutical patent rules, and is open to
replacing fast track with a more democratic alternative.)
And while nearly all Democrats ran on a platform that emphasized criticism of the Iraq War,
the difference between those war-critic Democrats that won and those who lost was the
strength of their trade and economic message. War criticism was a necessary but insufficient
basis for electoral support; anyone who thought that merely being opposed to a war of
choice that is costing American lives would carry the day was proved wrong. It’s not enough
to be against something; voters want to know what candidates are for. A fair trade position
was an indicator to voters that a candidate was serious about being for the middle class.
WHERE ARE WE ON TRADE POLICY AND HOW DID WE GET HERE?

The increasing diversity of opposition to the NAFTA-WTO model was becoming apparent in
2004 when a University of Maryland Project on International Policy Attitudes poll showed
that nearly three-quarters of Americans making more than $100,000 a year rejected actively
promoting more trade deals, preferring instead a more passive approach or even a roll back
of the status quo. This was the reverse of the group’s 1999 findings that found majority support among wealthy Americans for an aggressive tack.4
Polls since have showed growing public anxiety about the course of our trade policy. Global
competition and the off-shoring of jobs was the top concern of Americans – no less important
statistically than the Iraq War – according to a 2006 poll by Greenberg Quinlan Rosner
Research.5 Eighty-seven percent of voters were concerned about off-shoring and 81 percent
gave the government a C, D, or F in its handling of the issue, according to a 2006 Public
Agenda poll.6
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The public anxiety these polls capture has a clear basis in reality. Despite rising growth and
productivity, income for the vast majority of Americans has been stagnant for a generation –
leading to levels of economic inequality not seen since the robber baron era. As the U.S.
trade deficit approaches $800 billion this year – at six percent of U.S. GDP a level threatening
to the global economy’s stability – millions of U.S. manufacturing jobs continue to disappear.
The exploding negative balance between what we buy and sell is not only in manufactured
goods: in August 2006, the U.S. agricultural trade balance went into deficit, a reality totally at
odds with the image sold to Midwestern voters that they will export their way to wealth
because the United States is “breadbasket to the world.”7
Between the 2004 and 2006 elections, in their voting record and messaging, Democrats reconnected with middle-class economics for the first time since the Clinton administration
wheeled and dealed NAFTA through Congress in 1993, a move that blurred the line of economic policy differentiation between the parties. The 2005 vote on CAFTA, a Bush priority
expanding NAFTA to Central America, was framed as a referendum on NAFTA’s decade of
lived damage both in the United States and in Mexico. The Republican Party became owner
of NAFTA’s legacy when just 15 House Democrats supported CAFTA, compared to the 102
Democrats who voted for NAFTA. The Senate CAFTA vote was uniquely tight with 45 senators
voting against it. And all congressional Democrats said to be exploring 2008 presidential bids
voted against CAFTA – including several who had supported NAFTA over a decade earlier.
And in July 2006, most Democrats also voted against a NAFTA-style pact with Oman.
In the actual campaign season itself, fair trade organizations helped translate popular discontent over failed trade policy into electoral gains. In addition to trade playing a prominent role
in the political work of organized labor,8 newer specifically fair-trade-focused electoral
efforts operated nationwide this year – showing again the growing public saliency of the
NAFTA-WTO critique. For instance, beginning in 2005, Working Families Win (WFW), a project of Americans for Democratic Action (ADA), ran a major 501(c)(3) and (c)(4) field program
in Iowa, Minnesota, New Hampshire, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Washington and
Wisconsin aimed at raising the visibility of economic issues, including fair trade, the minimum
wage and universal healthcare.
But the fair trade effort with which we are most familiar was the affiliated political action
committee (PAC) formed in 2006 by the Citizens Trade Campaign (CTC), a fair trade grassroots
coalition initially founded in 1992 by consumer, labor, environmental, family farm and religious groups to fight NAFTA. After collecting trade policy questionnaires from dozens of
candidates, CTC PAC endorsed 15 candidates and put paid organizers in seven campaigns that
proved instrumental to the Democratic takeover, while making financial or other contributions to the remainder of the endorsed candidates. CTC PAC helped create media and
get-out-the-vote operations specifically targeting independent voters considered receptive to
a fair trade message. In the end, 12 out of 15 of CTC PAC’s candidates won their races, with a
thirteenth race – Democrat Larry Kissell’s challenge of CAFTA and fast track flip-flopper Robin
Hayes (R) in what should have been a solid GOP district – lost by just a few hundred votes.
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As Table 1 shows, congressional candidates across the country ran and won on a fair trade
platform against anti-fair trade incumbents and in open seats, resulting in a net fair trade
gain of 7 Senate and 30 House seats.
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Furthermore, at least 25 campaigns ran paid TV ads highlighting fair trade positions. Fair
trade was a campaign theme for nearly all Democrats, including those that replaced retiring
fair traders and are thus not considered “net fair trade pick ups” in our analysis.
As described in our report “Election 2006: No to Staying the Course on Trade,” the tenor of
the fair trade message varied widely across the country. But a remarkable finding is that
locally-tuned versions of the fair trade message won elections in “pro-NAFTA” corn belt
states, including Kansas, Iowa, and Missouri, where rural communities have seen the trail of
broken promises from past failed trade deals. In areas swamped by manufacturing job loss,
candidates talked about stopping trade deals that disadvantage U.S. workers. Others spoke
about requiring that potential trade pact partners meet EU-style readiness criteria before
trade negotiations are completed, and others approached the immigration issue through a
trade lens, citing Mexican farmer displacement to the United States following NAFTA. Still
others spoke of the need for replacement of the undemocratic fast track process with a better process that allows Congress to fill its constitutional role of conducting oversight and
setting the terms of trade policy. But where all candidates agreed was that positive alternatives to the Clinton-Bush trade agenda need to be constructed to ensure that the benefits of
trade are widely shared.
Still, there were certainly degrees of fair trade messaging. We graded the fair trade messaging of the Democrats who challenged incumbent Republicans in competitive races, with even
the “F” candidates still likely to be better on trade than the GOP incumbent with a proNAFTA-WTO voting record . As Table 2 shows, the single most common grade Democrats
received was an A-plus – showing just how widespread was the fair trade messaging in 2006.
Furthermore, in 73 percent of the races where Democrats successfully dislodged an incumbent
Republican, the Democrat in the race made a strong fair trade message a campaign priority
(receiving either an A+ or an A). At the same time, in 72 percent of the races where the
incumbent Republican emerged victorious, the Democrat in the race was much weaker on the
fair trade issue, receiving a B, C, D or F.
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Many incoming Democratic House freshmen won – while many other Democratic challengers
came within striking distance of winning – in very Republican districts. One widely-cited
strategic approach was for Democrats to focus resources in districts that lean Democratic but
have Republican congressional representation, where it was thought that another dollar
spent or another ad run might make the difference in a close election. But another approach
might consider how several very underfunded and understaffed Democratic candidates in
very “red” districts came within hairs of winning. In such races – of which there were many –
a small investment of Democratic Party resources might have made a difference. Fair-trade
Democrat Gary Trauner’s tremendous showing in the Wyoming at-large race was one such
example. The race, which was not ranked as even an “emerging” race by the Democratic
Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC), resulted in a 48-48 margin, with Republican antifair trader Barbara Cubin barely squeaking back into office in a district that went
overwhelmingly for Bush in both 2000 and 2004.
DOES THE PA RTY “GET” THE FAIR TRADE SWEEP?

There is some evidence that top Democratic Party officials may not understand the voter mandate for change on trade policy. Ninety-two Democrats voted for a lame-duck-session
measure that will subject the U.S. labor force to more low-wage competition from Vietnam,
while several incoming Democratic committee chairs have hinted that they might pursue a
more-of-the-same trade policy. In the midterms, a majority of the DCCC's hand-picked top
candidates lost – 11 out of 20. All 11 scored low on our fair trade index, while 6 out of the 9
who emerged victorious received top fair trade grades. Meanwhile, all three challenger candidates who won on Election Day and who were not on the DCCC’s priority lists were A+’s on
the fair trade index.
Politics, as DCCC Chairman Rahm Emanuel points out, is not a business in which you bat 100
percent. Still, the stated reason for the DCCC’s focus (and in turn, the focus of many other
donors and Democratic-leaning groups that follow the DCCC’s lead) on specific candidates
from Tammy Duckworth to Ken Lucas and beyond was that these races were deemed
“winnable.” In contrast, fair trade groups looked beyond the party leadership’s top tier and
focused on promoting and lending organizing resources to Democrats who recognized the
failures of the NAFTA-WTO model and actively embraced a fair trade message. While several
of these races were not deemed winnable by leaders in Democratic circles, nearly all of these
candidates ended up winning or coming very close to winning.
Despite stacks of polling data and focus group evidence that a fair trade message resonates,
there were also tactical decisions by candidates prioritized by the DCCC to not embrace
stronger messages on globalization.
Two such instances are worth recounting. In Pennsylvania’s 6th district, Democrat Lois Murphy
has twice come close to winning in a district that incorporates parts of the Philadelphia suburbs and also the manufacturing hub of Reading, which has lost a disproportionate number
of jobs to trade relative to both the country and state of Pennsylvania. In the 6th district,
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CAFTA and other trade deals, with constituents organizing a Valentine’s Day protest and news
conference about the increase in sweetheart corporate PAC money Gerlach had received after
his CAFTA vote. While Murphy’s trade position was decent, it was buried in a 40-page policy
document. Efforts to run a trade-specific Reading GOTV program were not met with enthusiasm from the DCCC or Murphy camp, which is unfortunate for the Democrats considering
that Murphy’s margin in 96 percent of Reading’s precincts dropped in 2006 relative to 2004.
Indeed, while Murphy carried every Reading precinct in 2004, she actually lost one precinct to
Gerlach in 2006. While Murphy had outperformed John Kerry – who was considered very
weak on trade – in 92 percent of Reading precincts in 2004, Murphy’s 2006 margin actually
sank below Kerry’s 2004 margin in 80 percent of Reading precincts. Meanwhile, vocal fair
trader Senator-elect Bob Casey, Jr. carried and outperformed Murphy’s (and Kerry’s) margin in
all Reading precincts. Casey’s fair trade message clearly resonated in Reading in a way that
the more muted Murphy/Kerry message did not.
In a one-point Gerlach victory in the 6th district overall, a better trade message and showing
in Reading could have provided Lois Murphy – whose race was considered winnable – with a
margin of victory. Meanwhile, Democrat Patrick Murphy – the other Murphy running in the
Philly suburbs in the neighboring 8th congressional district – was thought less likely to be
able to pull off an upset against GOP incumbent and CAFTA-supporter Mike Fitzpatrick, but
achieved a victory in a campaign that prominently and aggressively advocated fair trade and
hammered Fitzpatrick for his CAFTA vote.
A similar fair trade message effort was attempted by fair trade groups in Ohio’s 15th District,
where Democrat Mary Jo Kilroy was seeking to oust anti-fair trade GOP incumbent Deborah
Pryce, Democratic Party operatives chose not to emphasize a trade message, arguing that the
Democrats’ strongest county in the district – Franklin County – was composed of voters who
were not displaced manufacturing workers. But Senator-elect Sherrod Brown’s campaign,
which focused heavily on a fair trade message, received a higher margin of the vote than
Kilroy’s campaign in each of the 15th District’s counties, including in Franklin County, where
party operatives predicted a fair trade message would not resonate. The reason for the
Franklin County surprise was that voters are anxious about the economy not solely because of
economic damage suffered by them personally, but also because they see people who are
one-degree removed from them losing their jobs and health care and realize that Franklin
County could be next. In other words, while some voters in Franklin County might be experiencing relatively decent economic outcomes, they are aware of the growing risk faced by the
middle class overall in Ohio (which has lost one in five manufacturing jobs during the NAFTAWTO decade) and fear economic crisis for their own families.
CONCLUSION: FAIR TRADE IS SMART POLICY A N D S M A RT POLITICS

Stan Greenberg, in the days after the election, said “There was a missed opportunity here…
I’ve sat down with Republican pollsters to discuss this race: They believe we left 10 to 20 seats
on the table.” Indeed, it seems that there were many real Democratic pickup opportunities
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As one political reporter told Roll Call, the biggest story of the 2006 races in North Carolina
was “the Democratic Party’s abandonment of Larry Kissell. The national and state Democrats
missed the boat.” Democratic fair-traders like Victoria Wulsin, who nearly won her Cincinnati
race against “Mean Jean” Schmidt, have publicly questioned why they seemed to fall
“through some DCCC cracks.”

2006 has shown us that fair trade is not only good policy, it’s smart politics. A fair trade position showed that a candidate was willing to fundamentally challenge the outdated corporate
consensus that government must be hands-off when it comes to supporting the middle- and
working-class, while being hands-on when pushing policies like NAFTA and WTO that redistribute income upwards. Contenders and donors in 2008 hoping to sweep even more elected
offices will have to recognize that voters are ready to move beyond “staying the course” on
the failed trade policies of the past and to embrace an agenda which promotes economic
security and mobility for all.

Chris Slevin is deputy director of Public Citizen’s Global Trade Watch (GTW), and took a leave
of absence in 2006 to run Citizens Trade Campaign’s affiliated political action committee (CTC
PAC). Todd Tucker is GTW research director and author of a major post-election report on the
role of fair trade in 140 federal and state level races.
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